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...Itʼs not in the least bit complicated or artsy-fartsy; you just need to know the tricks of the trade, and theyʼre all here in the book. A great read, funny, warm, human, entertaining ... and every word is a precious tool for anyone who needs to make first class presentations.
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1. Itʼs art, darling!
Business presentations are an art form.

Like all art forms thereʼs a lot of science, skill and technique behind 
them.  Think of it this way: dancers might look great, singers might 
sound great and painters might create stunning visual stuff - but unless 
youʼre an insider you donʼt see the rehearsal, the practice, the hours in 
the gym or the training room...

... or the failures.

Beyonce (Iʼm sure) gets her dance moves wrong in rehearsals. 
Beethoven wrote some rubbish - we just donʼt hear it performed.  Van 
Gogh painted stuff he tore up or painted over.  We just donʼt hear about 
the trials and the dead ends.

And so it is with business presentations.

Youʼll need to put in the hours in the metaphorical gym and youʼll need 
to risk writing a few bad tunes before your genius is recognised. 
Fortunately, you donʼt need to be a genius to be good enough - mainly 
because presentations arenʼt really works of art: theyʼre simply a 
business-related activity... and in many ways, in business, good enough 
means exactly that.

To be honest, the standard for most presentations in business meetings 
is so low itʼs not going to be hard to stand out from the crowd!

My intention in this very short book is to take you through some 
elements of the art and science of business presentations.  Remember 
though that the written word can only scratch the surface and you 
should consider two things as you read.  Firstly, that while “practice 
makes perfect” is an over-simplification (if youʼre doing things wrong 
when you practice youʼll simply get better and better at doing things the 
wrong thing) it certainly helps.

Practising the wrong thing wonʼt make you better, but not practising the 
right thing wonʼt help you either.

If practice time is ʻthe costʼ, whatʼs in it for you might be equally obvious.  
If you need funding, if you need investment, if you need a contract, if 
you need to report on progress, if you need to convince people around 
you that your ideas are the way to go, then thereʼs something in it for 
you!
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Weʼll do some work on the tools and techniques that will help and weʼll 
take a look at presentations or speeches that other people have made - 
perhaps weʼll have a look at whatʼs going on in the news, too.

So how about we get started, eh?



2. Introduction
Iʼve been training people in how to make presentations for about seven 
years now and one of the most common mistakes I see is that people 
fire up their computer and turn on PowerPoint as soon as they realise 
(or get told!) that they have to make a presentation.

Because of the way our brains work, this is pretty much always the 
wrong thing to do.

Human brains are pretty good at being logical and many of us are pretty 
good at being artistic too, but practically no one can do both at the same 
time.  And because of the way weʼre taught and the way our society 
works, if we try both, logic will win.

Computers are logical.  (I know, I know, they may not feel that way when 
youʼre trying to get one of them to do what you want but they are, 
honestly!)  As soon as your computer sits there with Powerpoint turned 
on your logical brain starts to kick in and your ability to think creatively 
and design your presentation is cut away from under you.

To make matter worse, of course, because most of us donʼt actually use 
Powerpoint frequently (although the chances are we sit through enough 
examples of it!) - at least not compared to other programs such as Word 
or Excel.  That means weʼre not sure how to use it and we end up pretty 
much taking the default set of options it presents to us.

Whereʼs the inspiration in that?  Whereʼs the effectiveness?  Whereʼs 
the creativity?

Iʼll talk elsewhere about how to make your presentations (and your 
slides if you use them) effective.  But for now, let me just suggest that 
instead of hitting the Powerpoint button as soon as you can, you stop, 
make yourself a cup of tea (coffee will do, I suppose!) and ask yourself 
three questions. (Iʼll get to them in just a moment - or skip ahead if youʼd 
rather but itʼs only a couple of paragraphs away.)

Even if you can use PowerPoint relatively easily, at the very least youʼve 
started to think a logical, structured and therefore limited way.  In short, 
once the software is turned on, your brain accommodates to the way the 
software works, stopping it from approaching problems in a new, novel, 
innovative and possibly more effective way.

Think of it like this: once youʼve sat on a bike thereʼs an obvious way - 
the only way - to use the pedals and so on to move forwards, right? Of 
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course... the bike is designed to work efficiently in that way.  But what if 
the bike wasnʼt the right tool for the job in the first place?  What if using 
a scooter was the best way to travel? Or a skateboard? Or rollerblades?

Before you even turn on your PowerPoint, there are some key questions 
you need to ask yourself. Not asking them is a short-cut to a boring (and 
pointless) presentation.

 What does my audience already know?
Thereʼs no point in starting to talk to your audience about things they 
already know. Youʼll bore them and patronise them.  Either way they 
wonʼt listen and youʼll look silly.  Equally thereʼs no point in assuming 
things they donʼt know - youʼll lose them, theyʼll not understand you, and 
youʼll look silly.  Yes, I know, itʼs obvious when I type it out like that but 
ask yourself this question: how many times have you sat through a 
presentation that either didnʼt tell you anything new or that you didnʼt 
understand?

Lots?

All you need to do to not be one of those presenters or speakers is to 
start with this question.  Itʼs not as easy as it sounds, unfortunately, 
because in the sheer blind panic of ʻhaving to make a presentationʼ 
people often either skip this question or make a mess of it.

Itʼs a very simple question, without a doubt, but ʻsimpleʼ doesnʼt equate 
to ʻeasyʼ.

(As an aside, the most common form of not answering this question that 
I see is using jargon and other types of assumption.  The more you 
know about your topic, the greater the risk of doing this - so test your 
presentation out on a helpful friend who knows nothing about your field 
of expertise!)

Iʼm going to include in this question the whole raft of things about 
knowing your audience: as soon as I say it, itʼs pretty obvious (as well 
as the kind of thing traditional presentation trainers will say, rightly) that 
you should make every attempt to know your audience. After all, if you 
donʼt know who or what they are, how can you figure out what they 
know. At the very least you should know whether they are, for example 
undergraduate students vs university lecturers; people who run local 
businesses vs CEOs of international companies; accountants vs 
lawyers; a targeted group vs people whoʼve walked in off the street; 
volunteers or people who have been press-ganged by their boss...



...it makes a huge difference in terms of what they know (and, frankly, 
how much they want to know!)

By the way, if youʼre not convinced by what Iʼm saying here, try this 
quote from Ken Haemer - who works at AT&T: Designing a presentation 
without an audience in mind is like writing alove letter and addressing it: 
To Whom It May Concern.

What do I need them to know by the end of my presentation? (Or what you 
want them to think or do or...)

If you canʼt answer this, pretty much instantly, youʼre wasting your time 
and your audienceʼs.  Here are a couple of things you might not be 
aware of that could help here... people can generally only handle three 
new ideas so donʼt try and tell them too much!  And remember, thatʼs 
three ideas that are new from their point of view, not yours!

Another pretty common mistake I see is that presenters and speakers  
try to tell people everything they know. All at once.  In a rush.  Now!

Or at least they try to.

Thereʼs a reason your teachers didnʼt do that when you were at school: 
it doesnʼt work. Think carefully about exactly what they need to know: 
the more you tell them, the less their chances of remembering any of it.

Think of it this way...

Pretend people have only got a certain amount of ʻattention/memoryʼ 
they can give to any problem - letʼs say itʼs 10 units.  For everything you 
give them they have to allocate a certain amount of attention/memory.  If 
you give them only one big idea (not that Iʼm recommending this) the 
amount of attention/memory they can dedicate to that idea is 10.  They 
can give it their undivided attention, so to speak. Thatʼs ten units per 
idea, so the chances are theyʼll remember it.  (They might also be bored 
that youʼd only given them one idea in a presentation but thatʼs a 
different problem.)

On the other hand, if you give them 10 ideas to think about they can 
only allocate one unit of attention/memory per idea.  If you give them 20 
ideas, thatʼs half a unit per idea... and so on.

But what if the amount of attention/memory needed to actually 
remember something is about one unit?  At some point your audience 
will cross a threshold and the amount of attention/memory for each idea 
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isnʼt sufficient to actually remember the idea - so they wonʼt. And youʼll 
have wasted their time (and yours!) in making the presentation.

In other words, if you give people too much to think about, they canʼt 
remember it.  Sad but true.

All of this means that presentations arenʼt very good at passing on lots 
of ʻhard facts and figuresʼ because theyʼre not very efficient: for this kind 
of thing itʼs usually better to use a written report - which you might make 
the subject of a presentation, I suppose, but thatʼs a different question.

Typically however, I also hear people say that their presentation is about 
X, Y and Z.  Sadly that wonʼt work, either.  Presentations should change 
things, otherwise theyʼre just an expensive waste of money. If itʼs just 
ʻaboutʼ X, Y and Z, why not use a report or memo or something - 
something thatʼs not so inefficient.

So get your mindset sorted out - your presentation is not about 
something... itʼs to do something.  What do you want your audience to 
do differently by the end?  If the answerʼs not obvious, stop and ask 
yourself if you should be making a presentation in the first place.

Donʼt worry if this sounds a bit too vague at the moment - Iʼll explain it in 
detail later.

ʻWhat do I need them to know?ʼ is a simple-sounding question but the 
impact it makes on the way you think of presentations is profound.  If itʼs 
just to pass on information, not change attitudes or actions, perhaps a 
memo would do the trick better?

 Whatʼs the best way to tell them it?
This questionʼs not exactly rocket science, is it?!

Is a presentation the best way to do it?  What about a written report?  
What about one backed up by the other?  The most common mistake I 
see here is that people try and use one document - typically a bunch of 
slides - to kill two birds with one stone; they use them for the 
presentation and as the handouts for people to take away.  Iʼm going to 
say this only once (actually, thatʼs a lie, Iʼm going to go on about it a 
lot!)... slides donʼt work as documents and anything that you can use as 
a document is not going to work as slides.  Deal with it, accept it and 
set aside the time you need to write both!

I know, I know, itʼs not exactly advanced stuff but youʼd be amazed at 
how many people skip the basics and rush to try the stuff that should 



come second.  After all, youʼd not start driving your car until you knew 
where you were going...

... would you?
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3. A quick (real 
world!) example

As soon as I talk you 
through this example 
- of when someone 
didnʼt use these 
questions - youʼre 
going to think itʼs 
painfully obvious and 
that you donʼt need 
an ebook to point it 
out to you.  If thatʼs 
the case, how come 
so many presentations 
are painful to sit through?!

Letʼs take this example from a safety briefing that was given to all 
manual staff at the first day of their working stint on a building site. One 
of the slides looked like this (actually pretty much all their slides looked 
like this!):

Now donʼt get 
me wrong, the 
people listed 
here are all 
great people, 
Iʼm sure, and 
they did good 
work - but 
thereʼs a 
problem with 
this slide...

Actually there 
are lots of 

problems with 
this slide - but letʼs stick to the main one. What the presenter said as 
they showed this slide was that it was unlikely that ʻtheyʼ (the audience) 
would ever need to meet any of these people (named on the slide) and 
that in case of a problem, they should just contact Nadia who would get 
in touch with the person concerned.

In emergency, contact
Nadia Humphry - office manager

Site office: 0191 2669451

Office location - by main entrance



What had the person who designed the slide done? Theyʼd asked 
themselves the question “what do I know?” and answered that - not 
formally of course, and probably without thinking about it (obviously!). 
They knew the names of everyone ʻimportantʼ on the building site. 
Unfortunately, that wasnʼt what the audience needed to know.

If theyʼd asked themselves the critical questions of what do they know, 
what do the need to know and so on theyʼd have realised that what the 
audience needed was a couple of bits and bobs about how to contact 
Nadia...

...her photograph? ... her office phone number? ... a map of the site so 
people knew where to find her?

Perhaps a better slide might have looked something like the image here.

Now donʼt get me wrong, Iʼm not saying this is a good slide - not at all - 
Iʼm just saying that at least it starts to address the needs of the audience 
rather than the needs of the person who wrote the slides!

(By the way, thatʼs not the real Nadia, and the phone number will ring 
here in the office in the UK - sorry to disappoint you all!)
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4. Turn off the tech
Iʼm sure that almost everyone has heard of the idea that we use 
different sides of our brains for different types of activity, logic and 
creativity in our heads, when weʼre creating stuff.

I have read plenty of research in this area (did I mention I spent over 24 
years working in universities?) but what Iʼve read has led me to the 
conclusion (perhaps because of the way weʼre brought up, educated 
and taught at school?) that logic trumps creativity in which our brains will 
do if we try to do both at once. Obviously thatʼs not literally true for 
everyone as there are clearly people around who are more creative than 
they are linear, clear, logical, or think in structured steps.

I mean it in the same ways as I mean it that (for example) ʻmen are taller 
than womenʼ. There are exceptions to the rule, but as a generalised rule 
itʼs true enough for us to accept it.

The implication of this ʻlogic trumps creativityʼ is that if you try and be 
both creative and logical at the same time, logic will win and your 
creativity will be inhibited.

Just try jotting down a shopping list using pen and paper and now try 
jotting it down using some new computer software that youʼre not so 
familiar with. The first way is easier and youʼll end up with a better, more 
comprehensive list, right?

Presentations work that way too.

If youʼre trying to create your presentation with your technology turned 
on, youʼre inhibiting your ability to be creative - to think about how the 
presentation should be structure, should be created, should be designed 
because youʼre also having to work on how to use the technology at the 
same time.

Personally, as an aside, itʼs why I prefer Appleʼs Keynote software to 
Windowʼs Powerpoint - because with software from Apple the interface 
is generally more intuitive so people have to think less about the 
software, which means they can think more about the content. You may 
find Powerpoint easier though - itʼs up to you.

The point, however, is that the very moment you turn on your 
technology, you start having to work (to think, even) the way the 
technology is designed. Youʼre forced to work in the way that the person 
who wrote the software was working and was expecting you to work.



Powerpoint, for example, currently defaults to slides of bullet points - 
because it was created by engineers who wanted to display lists of 
things to each other.

If thatʼs how you want all your presentations to look (which you 
shouldnʼt) then youʼre in luck. If itʼs not, youʼre better of designing your 
presentation before you even think about turning on the technology.

I find a big sheet of paper and a pencil is good - or better yet, a big 
whiteboard and some coloured pens, just because itʼs more fun.

Post-It notes are great for creating lists (one list item to a note) and then 
moving them around to find a better order.

Spreading things out over the office floor works for a lot of people!

The point is, whatever you do it should be technically so very, very 
simple that no part of your brain is given over to working it and that it 
has no inhibiting factors about what you can come up with.

Almost by definition then, I canʼt tell you how to do it - my way is not 
your way!

Of course, in a practical sense, that wonʼt stop me. Later on in this book 
Iʼll tell you a great way of designing presentations - but Iʼve put it a long 
way apart from this section deliberately, to make the point that in an 
ideal world, youʼll create your own, un-inhibiting system!
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5. The three levels of communication
Letʼs look a bit more at the background about presentations - and pretty 
much every other form of communication, to be honest.  By 
understanding them youʼll be better equipped to make your 
presentations effective, not just ʻhappenʼ.  There are three ʻlevelsʼ of 
communication; I call them the three Levels of Communication.

1.The first is the physical level.

2. The second is the intellectual level.

3. The third is the emotional or contextual level.

If you want people to change what they do, you need to get to the third.  
Simple facts and figures donʼt cut it, Iʼm afraid.  If you donʼt believe me, 
find yourself a smoker and ask them if they know the statistics about 
how much itʼs costing them and how much shorter their life is likely to be 
as a result of smoking.  Ask them if they know how much more of their 
life theyʼll spend ill, compared to a non-smoker.

Of course, I recommend you do this to a smoker you know - random 
strangers in pub doorways arenʼt always a good starting point!

Then consider this - the chances that your friend already knows these 
things is high - but according to some research I read recently, the 
chances of him or her successfully giving up smoking on any given 
attempt is only about three percent.

In other words, the fact and figures arenʼt sufficient motivators.

I should add at this point, that the chances of a smoker giving up after 
theyʼve had a heart attack - in other words, when the facts become real 
to them - are considerably higher.

Facts alone donʼt cut it.  Facts that strike home do.  In other words, the 
facts need to be personally relevant.

Hereʼs an exercise for you - go back to your smoking friend and ask 
them what would make them give up... what motivation do they need.  
Donʼt be put off by them giving you excuses such as “Iʼve not got the 
time” or “I need some help”.  Everything comes down to motivation in 
the end.



After all, if facts and figures were all that were needed to change the 
way people behave, we would, as a nation,

• drink far, far less
• not smoke at all
• exercise more
• eat five portions of fruit and vegetables a day
• and so on.

We know what we need to do to be more healthy - we just donʼt do it.  
Presentations need to get past the point of just telling people the facts (a 
simple, written report could do that!) and get to the emotional, third level 
of communication. A presentation is about a connection with your 
audience that makes the emotions work, and so gives a better chance 
of changing the way someone thinks and the kinds of things they do.

Hereʼs a challenge for you:

• think about the next time you need to make a presentation;  

• then think about what you want your audience to do differently; 

• then think of what facts theyʼd need to have in order to do that; 

• and then think of how you can make those facts personal and ʻstickyʼ.

Like almost everything to do with presenting, itʼs pretty simple.  That 
doesnʼt mean itʼs easy, of course. Just because somethingʼs simple in 
principle doesnʼt mean itʼs easy to apply in the real world. Itʼs a harder 
exercise than it sounds at first glance.
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6. Tell me a story!
Weʼve just looked at how important it is to make a personal, emotional 
communication with your audience if you want to make them think and 
behave differently.  I more or less took it for granted that this is what 
presentations are trying to achieve - as this is what presentations are 
good at.

Theyʼre not so good at facts and figures.  Not, that is, if you want your 
audience to remember them.  Think back to a time when you sat 
through a presentation of facts and figures and ask yourself how quickly 
you got bored!

To get your audience to the third level of communication in your 
presentation thereʼs an (almost) sure-fire technique:

itʼs all about stories.

As humans, we are conditioned to like stories. Itʼs something weʼre good 
at - weʼve been doing it ever since we were sitting around fires doing 
little more than grunt. Cavemen had problems with PowerPoint, Iʼm 
told...

In fact, stories are how we learn a lot of important stuff when weʼre 
children.  For example, we learn how to be brave before weʼre in 
dangerous situations but reading and hearing about how our heros deal 
with danger and fear.

Stories then, are the way to go.

The best way to get your audience to the third level of communication is 
to get them to tell you their stories.  Of course thatʼs easier said than 
done because they already have to trust you, believe you and accept 
you before theyʼll do that.  In fact, by the time an audience is ready to do 
this kind of thing youʼre often at the end of your presentation anyway.  
Never the less, if the stories come from them, your audience is far more 
likely to catch on to what youʼre saying.

If they interrupt with their stories, with their examples, consider just 
letting them, if it wonʼt put you into logistical difficulties (that is, if it 
doesnʼt make too much of a mess of your timings or bore the rest of the 
audience). If you donʼt have the time or you need to ʻkeep controlʼ for 
example you should stay ʻin chargeʼ but if you can give people their 
head, go for it. The advantage is that they are validating what youʼve 



been saying by corroborating it with their own personal (and emotionally 
relevant) message.

As a personal example, I once mentioned that the best place in the UK 
to take a summer beach-based holiday was on the south Devon coast 
as thatʼs where, on average, thereʼs most sunshine in the summer. I 
gave the statistics Iʼd found. Suddenly, I was interrupted by a man who 
said, essentially, “Thatʼs right! My family and I had a great holiday there 
last year - it was sunny for two full weeks apart from one day and the 
kids spent all their time learning to surf or playing in the sand!”. Now ask 
yourself: are people more or less likely to believe my statement about 
where is the best place to take your holiday after that? And ask yourself 
if theyʼre more or less likely to remember it.

The second best way Iʼve found is to tell them your own stories and - if 
youʼve judged your audience well enough - youʼll have chosen a story 
that has enough ʻhooksʼ for people in your audience to catch onto it.  For 
example, I was doing a dayʼs training for an organisation in Birmingham 
recently when I talked about doing the triple jump and how much harder 
it is than presentations because itʼs all down to a single, critical moment 
with no chance to recover if youʼve made a mistake.  One of my 
audience, it turned out, was related to a former Olympic triple jumper - 
he agreed with my story and in doing so, validated it, gave it credibility 
to the rest of the group and made what I was talking about at the time 
(how to deal with nerves when youʼre presenting) vastly more credible 
and believable.

And credibility is critical to how your audience members use and apply 
what you give them in your presentation.

A real world example makes big ideas ʻgraspableʼ by showing people 
that they can be applied.

The third best way, for me, is to use images.  People love images 
because of the way our brains are hard-wired but also, importantly, 
because we fill in the back-story to a good image.  I have one I use a lot 
- itʼs of a NASA astronaut taking a space-walk.  As soon as I show it, 
people canʼt help but ask themselves, often sub-consciously, how he 
(she?) got there; where the Space Shuttle was; what was he doing; did 
he (she?) get sick when he looked down at the Earth below him; whatʼs 
that person doing now?

You see the idea?  Back-story builds credibility.
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Ask any actor.  The difference between a character being believable or 
not is largely to do with whether the actor has created a robust back-
story for that character.  Characters without back-stories just do things - 
those with back-stories do things because thatʼs natural to them, and it 
makes sense to the audience.

Using Backstories
A dear, dear friend of mine just introduced me to the work of 
Hemingway, saying heʼs the greatest writer the English language has 
produced (with the possible exception of Shakespeare only) and by 
coincidence a fellow trainer introduced me to a short story of his, with 
only six words in it.

  For sale: baby shoes, never worn.  

So, so sad, Iʼm sure youʼll agree.  Why? Because you create the back-
story yourself.  You fill in what must have happened to lead to that point, 
to create those circumstances.  And no, itʼs not because the parents 
bought the wrong size of shoe.

So then, as an exercise for you, see if you can do the same.  Pick a 
simple event in your day and see if you can create a short story around 
it that makes me want to find out how your character(s) got into that 
situation and - importantly - makes it possible for me to be able to figure 
that out.

Then do the same trick in your presentations.

Okay, thatʼs easier said than done, but Iʼm sure you know what I mean. 
The obvious place to start, of course, is with your own CV and personal 
back-story.  Why would anyone want to listen to you speaking about 
how to improve the performance of your local football team if youʼre not 
an expert in football?

Mediocre presentation trainers often give tips like:
• start with a quote
• start with a startling statistic
• ask your audience a question.

Donʼt get me wrong, all three can work (and work very well!) but theyʼre 
simply examples of what Iʼm talking about here - establishing your own 
back-story. Without understanding why youʼre doing what youʼre doing 
you risk making a hash of things. Just asking a question can alienate 
your audience - youʼve got to ask the right kind of question... the kind 



that gets them thinking and ends up with them where you want them to 
be - specifically thinking that youʼre the absolutely right person for the 
presentation.

Perhaps more important, however, is the idea that your audience need 
to fill in the back-story to things you say if theyʼre going to remember 
them easily.

Letʼs see if an example helps.  Itʼs easy to say that, statistically, the 
sunniest place in the UK is the south coast of Devon but itʼs rare that 
anyone remembers. They might remember for the duration of your 
presentation, if youʼre lucky, but thatʼs not good enough.

So what should you do?  Tell them a story about how their holidays 
would be more likely to be successful if they picked their destinations 
carefully and youʼre half way there.  In an ideal world, someone in the 
audience would confirm what youʼve said by commenting on a fantastic 
holiday they had there, in the sunshine, with the kids swimming in the 
sea...  (See a bit earlier, where this really happened to me.)

Iʼm not saying you shouldnʼt give people the hard facts and figures (you 
should have them available!) but donʼt give them just facts and figures.  
People find it hard to remember raw data given to them in presentations.  
They remember stories - have your data there but use a story to make 
them it memorable. Cast your mind back a few pages to look at the 
statistics on smoking. The chances are you canʼt remember the 
statistics on the numbers of smokers trying to give up and so on - but if 
Iʼd told you a story about My Uncle Jimmy, youʼd have a better chance 
and that chance of remembering things would be even greater if it was 
Your Uncle Jimmy. You remember stories in which you are the hero 
better than those in which I am!

Oh yes - one more thing. Brevity is the soul of wit. Less is more. You 
donʼt need to write War and Peace. Just a few sentences will do. If you 
go on too much youʼll bore people.  And this paragraph is too long by 
several sentences.

Jackanory
I have what I call a Jackanory file. Itʼs named after a programme on 
television when I was a child, in which the presenter would - quite 
literally - just sit and tell a story.  Actually to call this thing a file would be 
overstating the case to be honest, as itʼs more a collection of scraps and 
notes - but for the sake of argument letʼs pretend Iʼm a grown up with a 
proper filing system... In this file are, literally, hundreds of stories and 
case studies, each with a set of (imaginary, mental) keywords 
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associated with them.  The keywords are a trigger system, to help me 
match stories to circumstances.  If the presentation (or question in a 
presentation) or whatever is about being lucky, for example, Iʼve got a 
set of stories that I can pull out of the file.

Each story has more than one use, of course, so you have to be careful 
about when you use them.

Make yourself a collector of stories - but always do a few things before 
you file away an interesting story in your Jackanory file:

• check the provenance of the story - where does it come from? is it 
true? do you have the moral right to tell that story?

• check you own the story - is it about you? If itʼs about someone 
else have you explicitly got their permission to tell it?

• check the utility of using it - would it paint someone in a bad light? 
does it fit the kinds of stories your current clients appreciate 
(including language, styles of humour and so on)?

Never forget, though, that your stories are never as interesting as your 
audienceʼs stories... to them, anyway.

A cautionary tale!
Your stories are great - assuming theyʼre genuinely interesting and not 
just interesting to you. (You know that type of story - anything that 
finishes with “I suppose you had to be there”...)  Just because theyʼre 
great doesnʼt mean theyʼre appropriate.

In fact, fantastically evocative stories can backfire precisely because 
theyʼre so evocative.

I have two daughters (of whom I am fantastically proud) who are the 
source of many of the tales in my Jackanory File. They are young, 
adventurous, smart, pretty, intelligent and hugely generous, both 
emotionally and practically. For those of you with children I leave you to 
imagine how much ʻentertainmentʼ can be created by 22 and 18 year old 
daughters travelling the world together... for those of you without such 
ʻadvantagesʼ I suggest you just count yourselves lucky!

And there-in lies the problem with using stories about my daughtersʼ 
adventures in Namibia, Nepal, Uganda, India and elsewhere. If thereʼs 
someone in the audience who doesnʼt have children they wonʼt “get” 
what Iʼm saying. If theyʼve lost children (and Iʼm sorry if this is you, I can 
only imagine how it must feel) they theyʼll not only not “get” it but theyʼre 
possibly going respond to my story in an unhelpful way. If theyʼve 
chosen not to have children or (perhaps worse?) always wanted to have 



children but canʼt, then again, their response might not be what Iʼm 
hoping for an expecting.

The trick, of course, is to know your audience and to judge what you pull 
out of your Jackanory File carefully and appropriately. Iʼm not saying you 
should only ever use annodine tales or (even worse!) second hand 
ones, because sometimes itʼs worth the risk and you just have to go with 
what youʼve got.

Essentially, itʼs about the greatest good for the greatest number and 
youʼll need to do a trade-off in your head about how much benefit the 
story will give versus how much ʻun-benefitʼ it might do.
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7. Credibility
Itʼs time to talk about your own credibility as a presenter or speaker.  
Without it, youʼre sunk. Without credibility youʼre just a person standing 
at the front of the room.  With it, youʼre a story-teller, a presenter, a 
changer of lives and of the world.

There are a lot of things that build credibility.

And a lot that undermine it and destroy it.

Saying one thing and doing another, for example, will destroy your 
credibility faster than anything I can think of.  Take a look at almost any 
politician at the minute and ask pretty much any voter what they think of 
him (or her), particularly in the mid-term part of the tenure.

Actually, once you look at the details of what politicians are trying to do, 
the story isnʼt quite so clear-cut but from the audienceʼs perspective 
thatʼs not important.  Audiences see things from their point of view, not 
yours, and not necessarily from an objective, well-informed perspective.  
Be aware of that before you stand up and start to talk.

There are perhaps hundreds of elements to credibility but Iʼm going to 
pick one particular key concept - congruence - because itʼs a word 
thatʼs bandied around a lot without people really knowing what it means 
or how to use it.

Congruence is all about things pointing in the same direction. Itʼs about 
things being in harmony.  With apologies to vegetarians, itʼs about things 
like white wine with chicken and red wine with red meat.

Itʼs about having a CV that conveys the authority to talk about your 
subject.  I sat through a presentation recently about various martial arts 
and listened attentively because the speaker started off with a fairly 
simple sentence which established her credibility: “Iʼve got two black 
belts”.

Believe me, you listen to people like that.  But imagine if sheʼd started 
off with “Iʼve had a go at a couple of martial arts and got a green belt in 
one of them when I was 12...”

Letʼs face it, that kind of credibility is pretty obvious, right?

Congruence is more related to style than we think though.  Iʼm writing 
this on a Sunday, knowing that tomorrow Iʼm working for a large local 



authorityʼs staff and there will be lots of people in a room, all expecting 
me to be professional in everything I do.  Consequently, Iʼm going to 
arrive at the venue:

• shaved, clean and scrubbed
• wearing clean, smart clothes - including a tie
• in plenty of time.

Now ask yourself, honestly, does me wearing a tie make me a better 
presenter, speaker or trainer? No, not in any objective sense, to be 
honest, but because itʼs part of my audienceʼs expectation my credibility 
would suffer if I didnʼt wear one (and a sensible one at that).

My appearance needs to be congruent with their expectation of me.

All too often, my clients (that is, would-be presenters that Iʼm training) 
donʼt think of congruence from their audienceʼs point of view.  If you fly 
in the face of congruence - particularly audience expectations for your 
appearance and style - you do so at your peril!

Hereʼs an exercise for you - take just a few minutes to consider how you 
can make your appearance or delivery style more congruent with each 
of these things...

• The content of your presentation - is it about technology or people? 
(If itʼs about technology you might want to check that your 
presentation looks a little more flashy: if itʼs about people you might 
want to consider using minimal technology.)

• The size of the room and the size of your audience - big and formal 
or intimate and relaxed? The bigger the room the further your 
audience will generally be from you and - therefore - the more 
formal a presentation theyʼre going to expect.

• The time youʼve got allocated - can you really tell people the story of 
an empire in 15 minutes?  If you can, great, if you canʼt, you canʼt. 
Deal with that.

• The formality of the occasion - whatʼs the dress code for your 
audience and can you be one step up from it as a mark of respect 
and authority? Smart jeans and a open-necked shirt might be the 
way to go - but what if your audience is all in suits and ties?

• The language and humour of the event - are you allowed to use 
contractions (or even swear) in your presentation... think carefully 
about jargon and things like that as nothing undermines credibility 
than a lack of congruence when it comes to terminology.
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• Your integrity.  If you donʼt want to be there, or worse yet, donʼt 
believe in what youʼre saying, your audience will know it. If you canʼt 
speak with integrity, donʼt speak.  And donʼt think that saying things 
like “Iʼve been asked to say...” will get you off the hook either - youʼll 
have no credibility with the audience and youʼll still be held 
responsible for whatever it is the audience doesnʼt like about the 
content of the presentation!

Audiences are fickle beasts in many ways. If theyʼve got a set of expectations that 
you fail to live up to theyʼll not think of your presentation or speech as having been 
successful/good, no matter how great it was by objective measures.

Iʼve even been caught by a feedback form which said I failed to deliver to the 
audienceʼs expectations and talked about something different from what they 
wanted - but which also confirmed that the audience members in question had 
not read the description of the workshop I was running. I found it hard to deal with 
the fact that Iʼd not delivered what theyʼd expected when theyʼd not bothered to 
find out what the session was about!

Do all you can to manage audience expectations - and then meet and exceed 
them. At the very least, remind people why theyʼre in the room with you and what 
youʼre going to be doing... and do that right at the start (but briefly, please).



8. Wisdom from Hollywood

Listen to Mary Poppins
There canʼt be many people in the country whoʼve not seen the film Mary Poppins.  
In it, the original SuperNanny arrives and turns around the lives and fortunes of 
the family sheʼs supporting. And while she does this, she has more catch-phrases 
than any TV programme I can think of.  One of the more famous is “practically 
perfect in every way”. Itʼs certainly one of my favourites.

Itʼs no way to run a life and not altogether useful advice for making presentations.

Another is the famous “ Supercallifragilisticexpialidocious” - which is even less 
helpful.

The quote I’m thinking of is “Never apologise, never explain” which may well have 
its origins not in the film Mary Poppins at all (shock-horror it may be a John 
Wayne quote!). Now, of course I don’t mean that you shouldn’t apologise if you 
make a bad mistake - of course you should. What I mean is that you shouldn’t 
make a bad mistake in the first place!

Mistakes in presentations come in two ‘grades’.

Firstly there are mistakes that the audience don’t notice. This is a much bigger 
category than novice presenters and speakers tend to think. I’ll talk about them 
later.

Secondly however, there are mistakes which are such howlers that an honest and 
upfront apology is the only way out.  If itʼs a genuine mistake youʼll be amazed at 
how often audiences are forgiving.  On the other hand, a bad slide or a bad 
presentation is not an honest mistake - itʼs a form of arrogance.

Arrogance? You donʼt believe me?

Ask yourself this question then. How many times have you sat through a 
presentation when the slides were hard to read?  And of those times, how often 
did the presenter apologise?  “I”m sorry if you canʼt read this at the back but what 
it says is...”

Itʼs easy to assume the speaker is being humble, recognising his or her short-
comings as a presenter. In fact, what such a presenter is saying is that their time 
is so much more important than the audienceʼs that they had better things to do 
than correct the slide.

Like go to the pub, perhaps?  Do a bit of networking at the conference?
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If there are, letʼs say, 10 people listening to the presentation, the speaker is 
actually saying heʼs more important than all ten of them put together, because his 
or her time was better spent doing something else.

Really?  How many people do you know who are really 10 times more important 
than you? Iʼve even seen professional speakers who were so rude as to run out of 
time before they gave anyone any content, having wasted the first 10 minutes of 
their presentation on self-aggrandisement: this professional speaker had 
hundreds of people in the audience - is he really hundreds of times more 
important than each of them?

I think you can probably guess what my answer is.

Letʼs face it, if youʼve got to apologise for any part of your presentation, you 
shouldnʼt be delivering it.

So what can you do to reduce the chances that this humiliation will happen to 
you? The list below is by no means definitive, but itʼs a start...

KISS - Keep it Short and Simple.... but....
The less you say, the less you do, the less equipment you use, the less there is to 
go wrong.  High tech is fine if it works but only a fool trusts his wifi connection to 
download a youtube video without a hitch in front of an important audience.  In 
fact Iʼm pretty sure that most wifi connection software has a built in signal 
degradation system which ramps up in direct proportion to the importance of the 
download...

... but donʼt make it up... Rehearse, donʼt (just) practice
Iʼm not saying you shouldnʼt practice (you should) but rehearsal is more than that. 
Practice is just one tool for rehearsing.

Think of it this way - a cast of actors for a play doesnʼt just run through the script 
over and over (practicing). Instead they dissect the script, getting the best from it, 
looking at the hard parts over and over and over, skipping the easier parts to save 
time, investing themselves in the whole process, not just their individual words.

Nor does a concert pianist just play through his or her pieces. They look at the bits 
they canʼt play well and do them over and over and over... sloowwwllly... until they 
get them so well sorted out that youʼd never know they were the tricky bits. Then, 
and only then, do they start putting them back together with the technically easier 
bits.

Your presentations should be rehearsed like that.



Iʼve got a bit presentation coming up in a month (yes, Iʼm already working on it). 
So far Iʼve got it about 50% drafted and thereʼs one sequence of slides that Iʼm 
already thinking need to be redesigned - they put too many complicated words 
together. Even if my audience can cope, Iʼm not sure I can!

When you rehearse, do so out loud
This is for two reasons. Firstly, have you noticed that you never make a mistake 
when you do something in your head? You never fall over your words and you 
never trip over anything.  You never accidentally double-click anything when you 
should have single-clicked (so that your slides advance too quickly).  You never 
have problems with things like shoelaces coming undone, or tripping over your 
words. There are few things worse than a bad spoonerism - but youʼll never find 
out where they might happen if all you do is practice in your head. If you donʼt 
know any bad spoonerisms, just Google it!)

Secondly, you talk a lot more slowly than you think - in fact Iʼve read research 
estimating that you can think in excess of 10 times faster. That makes it 
impossible to figure out how long a presentation as a whole - or any part of it - is 
going to take in ʻreal lifeʼ.

How many times have you seen a presenter run out of time? Lots? Itʼs worse than 
you think, too, because Iʼll stake a lot of money on the fact that itʼs happened quite 
a few times that youʼve not noticed - but the quality of the presentation has really 
suffered.  All the audience sees, often is a mediocre (or bad!) presentation - and 
this is why.

Donʼt be that kind of presenter. Rehearse - and as part of your rehearsal, practice.
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9. Not all mistakes are created equal
One of the things that people seem to get worked up about as novice presenters 
is the fear (and reality) of making mistakes. I mentioned a little while ago that 
there were two types of mistakes - and the ones that no one notices is generally 
the bigger of the two groups.

Iʼm including in this group things like
forgetting to include a detail about X, Y or Z
getting the date of some event wrong by a year if itʼs more than five hundred 
years in the past
mis-pronouncing the name of someone no one else has heard of.

The best advice I can give you at this point - once youʼve made the mistake - 
comes from my younger daughter and it goes like this: suck it up. Deal with it, 
forget it and move on. If no one is laughing at you and pointing, or walking out in 
disgust, it doesnʼt count as anything worth worrying about.

Seriously, youʼll make more of a problem for yourself by trying to correct it than by 
just moving smoothely on. If youʼre at all unsure about how obvious some things 
are to your audience, ask any actor. Backstage social areas (Green Rooms) are 
replete with stories about how things went wrong in the middle of the scene and 
no one noticed in the audience. Lines were dropped, whole paragraphs were 
skipped over, pages of the script were repeated and the wrong character was 
referred to as dead (killed by the person he was supposed to kill himself) and who 
noticed? No one.

If you want a bit more scientific input, read things like ʻThe Invisible Gorillaʼ. Youʼll 
be amazed at how 
unobservant people are. 
We donʼt notice the things 
that are under our noses.



10.A bit of a ʻhow toʼ
One of the things we work on most when helping people with their presentations 
is that things are done backwards; people take a slide and figure out what to say 
when it's displayed.  Typically it's because they're re-using slides designed by 
someone else, for something else and they're trying to save time by not starting 
from scratch.  Almost always this is a false economy and uses more time than 
would have been needed if the slide had be created from scratch.

What's more, a specifically designed slide almost always looks better too.

There are lots of ways of getting from A to B for a slide – this chapter outlines one 
very effective one.

Step One
Figure out what the slide needs to say. As an example, suppose you want the 
slide to capture the very basic things you need to make a good presentation .  
Perhaps the most robust way of doing this is by using a simple spidergram to get 
all your ideas down onto the page in any old way . Itʼs more important to get 
everything written down than it is to get it right at this point - you will impose 
structure and formality later, but trying to be formal too soon inhibits the creative/
cathartic process.

You may find it convenient to use a white-board for this if you have one available, 
but a large sheet of paper also works well .  It's important to remember to start 
somewhere near the centre of the page and donʼt use too big a pen-otherwise the 
advantage of using a bigger sheet of paper is lost.

Don't worry if the result looks messy: this one, from Olivia Mitchellʼs excellent 
“Speaking About Presenting” website, looks ʻrealʼ. 

Once you have everything down take a break and come back with fresh eyes.  
This is more important than it sounds, as during your break you get some distance 
from the content of the spidergram, and when you come back it will be easier to 
do Step Two.

Step Two
The next step is easy - just change the colour of your pen and link things that ʻgo 
togetherʼ. The idea is to find three (or four at a push) big ideas/concepts that lie 
behind everything on the spidergram.

In an ideal world, you should identify three concepts and be able to categorise 
every item on your diagram into one of those three ideas. On our public training 
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days we often use the somewhat contrived example of ʻmaking a perfect cup of 
teaʼ, and participants frequently come up with the three concepts of

consumables - milk, tea, electricity etc. 
tools - kettle, teapot, mug etc. 
process - boiling the water, pouring the tea, letting it brew etc.

There are other ways of categorising things of course and it is important you come 
up with a system you are comfortable with.  For example, examining what you 
need when you're making a presentation, one possible classification of only three 
ideas is:

skills necessary for presenting – such as voice projection
kit - things like your slides, projector, props, microphone if you need to use 
one 
a worthwhile topic and the urge to say it  - which might be labelled as the right 
'attitude'

When you put that onto a slide, using Microsoft PowerPointʼs defaults you get a 
slide a bit like this slide.

Unfortunately this is not only rather ugly but is also instantly forgettable for an 
audience.

To make this slide a little more “audience-friendly” you need to do some basic 
housekeeping. 

Firstly replace the title with a ʻheadlineʼ if you can. This should be something that 
captures the whole slide in just one catchy phrase.  Think more in terms of 
tabloids than 'high-brow' papers as they tend to have more 'catchy' headlines.  
Secondly tidy up the bullet-points a little: cut down on the number of words, even 
if it means that the over-all amount of information on the slide is reduced.  This is 
okay, because you're going to tell people anything that you donʼt include on the 
slide. Thirdly, pick a font which works better when it's projected – the default in 
PowerPoint is Times New Roman but you should be working in what is called a 
Sans Serif font – one without flick and tails (e.g. Ariel, Helvetica).

The result is an improvement on the original, although it is still unattractive. 
Typically, this is is where most presenters stop the development of their slide.



 

The result is perhaps acceptable for a single slide but for a presentation of more 
than a couple of slides this layout becomes tedious for your audience – and 
therefore counter-productive.  A bored audience won't retain information as well as 
an engaged one.

Step Three
Particularly for people who are new to designing slides, this next step requires a 
deep breath and an act of faith.

Firstly, replace your headline with an image that captures the concept in the 
same way the headline does and secondly, cut your bullet-points down further 
to single words if you can – or at least to very short phrases.

Using our working example, this means looking, image-wise, for something that 
was just as likely to induce anxiety as making presentations; something that 
required the same three attributes - which by now are abbreviated to simply

skills
equipment 
attitude

Let your imagination run wild to find a analogy that has good pictures available. 
Skydiving appealed as an example of such an activity: at two miles high it's 
important to have the right combination of skills, equipment and attitude! If any 
one of those is wrong, things are not going to end well.
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You may need to do a considerable amount of trial and error to get the layout of 
the slide as you want it. (The picture in this image, by the way, is of my daughter 
doing her first parachute jump, in tandem with her instructor.  Going back to my tip 
about telling stories, telling my audience about the reason I chose this slide helps 
them to connect the story with the slide, and therefore remember it much more 
easily).

Other articles will tell you about the ways of choosing and manipulating your 
images but it's important to remember that you need an arresting, simple image 
with no clutter and a high contrast.

Unfortunately, images sometimes doesnʼt work when they're projected although it 
looks reasonable on a computer screen – it's important to test this with the actual 
projector that youʼll be using during the presentation!  The skydiving image used 
above wasn't clear when it was projected – there isn't a clear, obvious focus to the 
image: design-wise it is not 'clean' enough.  Something visually very simple is 
required.

Once the idea of being in the air exists it's relatively easy to take it one step 
further: in this example this leads to the idea a space-walk. By using Google 
Images (or any of the multitude of image sites) it's a relatively simple matter to find 



something such as the image used in the current version of the slide.  Please 
ensure that the image is not copyright protected etc. before you use it.

Compare the impact of this to the crude, original bullet-point version and imagine 
how much more effective it is, particularly when projected in a large, dramatic way.

Itʼs worth remembering that this is a general technique, not something you can just turn 
on for one slide in the middle of your presentations. One interesting slide in the middle of 
the usual forty or fifty slides of tedium is only going to make things worse by making your 
audience aware of how interesting your presentation could have been, if only youʼd put 
more work into it...

Step four
Giving your audience something to remember your presentation by is a useful 
tactic - a physical prompt to their memories, so to speak. As the amount of 
information available to your audience on the slides is now reduced, making the 
presentation more effective, there is no point in using the slides as something to 
leave with your audience.  Step four is to write the report that contains the hard, 
detailed information that 'lies behind' your slides.
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11.Hardware and software tricks
Thereʼs an old, old saying that guns donʼt kill people, people do. True, as far as it 
goes, but guns make it a lot easier, I suppose.

PowerPoint doesnʼt bore people, presenters bore people. True, as far as it goes, 
but PowerPoint makes it a lot easier to make people die of boredom.  You can 
also bore people with Keynote, Impress, Prezi, Animoto...

Earlier in this book, I talked about the difference between working logically and 
working in a creative way. In fact I went so far so to suggest that you shouldnʼt 
turn your computer on until you know what youʼre doing.

I stand by that - but it doesnʼt mean that all software is equally bad.  I mentioned 
that my personal favourite is Keynote, which is the Apple equivalent to Microsoftʼs 
PowerPoint.  There are numerous comparisons of the two online and each review 
tends to come out in favour of whatever the writer of the piece tended to favour 
before they started the review. For me, however, the advantage of Keynote is its 
vastly more elegant interface.  There are bits and bobs that each of them do that 
the other canʼt but for me the simplicity of doing things like inserting pictures 
means that I can concentrate on the content and not have to think so much about 
the technicalities of how to do it.

The important thing, however, is that you pick something that youʼre comfortable 
with. Unfortunately, that isnʼt always possible and most workplaces seem to be 
bound in to working with Microsoft products - which means PowerPoint.  With that 
in mind, here are a few of the more simple and useful tips for working with 
PowerPoint that you might not have picked up. I canʼt pretend this is a 
comprehensive list, of course, but itʼs a summary of the most common bits of 
advice Iʼve given people recently on training days...

• B key - this toggles to a black screen (on an English keyboard) while 
you are in the middle of your presentation.  Tap it again to show the 
output from your projector. Itʼs remarkably useful when you need to talk 
to your audience and need them to concentrate on what youʼre saying. 
Simply black out the screen until (for example) youʼve addressed the 
question and then un-black it to continue.

• By the way, the W key will white out your screen. I canʼt imagine when 
youʼd need it but itʼs there just in case...

• Presenter view - this is a natty little tool which allows you to see things 
on your laptop screen which are different from whatʼs being projected. It 
means you can see things like the running time of your presentation and 
any notes youʼve jotted down so that you donʼt need a script or notes in 
your hand.



• Note that you might need to have a data-projector plugged in before you 
can use this to its full extent, so be prepared to practice with a projector.

• The number pad - if you want to change where you are in a slide deck, 
just hit the number of the slide you want to show (you might have to hit 
the return key too) and you can jump to that number slide.

Suppose someone asks a question and you need to refer back to a slide 
youʼve already shown?  Scrolling backwards is ugly and amateur: if you 
know your slides well enough (or have them printed in summary form in 
front of you) you can simply skip to where you need to be.

• Print formats - good slides donʼt make good handouts (and visa versa) 
but there may be times when youʼre forced (or paid!) to produce your 
slides as handouts. When you do so, donʼt forget to print them multipully 
to a page. The exact number will depend on what youʼre trying to do - 
but the more there are on a page the few sheets of paper youʼll need... 
and the harder your slides are going to be to read.

That said, of course, if your slides canʼt be read comfortably when you 
print them off several to a page then you can be pretty sure that theyʼre 
not clear enough slides in the first place!

• Save with format - I generally advocate using simple, clean fonts. Arial 
or Helvetica are generally the ones I use and theyʼre pretty universally 
available on other computers if you have to take your slides on a 
memory stick or something. However, if you feel the need to use a 
particular font that might (remembering Murphyʼs Law about things 
going wrong?!) you should remember the option to save the slides with 
the fonts.

• It will increase the size of your file but with memory on USB sticks and 
so on being so cheap itʼs probably worth it.

• Repeated last slides - How ugly does it look to see the presenter come 
out of the view mode in PowerPoint? Very. If youʼve got to your last slide 
you you accidently hit the advance slide button (down arrows and so on) 
it really underminds your credibility. I put a few copies of my last slide at 
the end (with no transition between them!) so that if I ever get an attack 
of The Terrible Shaking Hand all I do is move instantly to another 
identical slide and no one knows but me.

• Other programs - personally, I tend to embed everything Iʼd like to use 
(videos and so on, for example) into my slide deck but you might want to 
have another program available to do something like demo some 
software or run a video.  Coming out of PowerPoint and then going to 
the other program is ugly and painful to watch - it destroys your 
audienceʼs concentration.
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An elegant short-cut (well, as elegant as Microsoft gets) is to use the Alt 
& Tab keys. Tap them once to show the programs you have running and 
then repeatedly hit tab to move to the one you want. Then just let both 
keys up.  You can get back into your PowerPoint slides the same way.

• Mouse movement - If you move your mouse after youʼve started the 
slideshow the cursor will show on the screen. That horribly distracting.  
Ctrl-h will stop it showing and make you less like an amateur!

• Black slides - oh how I wish more presenters had the courage and 
common sense to use these! There are three main advantages to a big 
black screen behind you

• it makes people concentrate on you
• black slides act as the equivalent of chapter breaks in books
• it allows you to jump around your slides if you need to (donʼt worry, 

Iʼll explain this in detail later on! ;) )
• Stay out of the tunnel - unless your projector is ʻrear-projectingʼ and 

hitting your screen from behind, you need to be very careful not to stand 
in the ʻtunnelʼ of light coming from the projector to the screen - nothing 
looks more amateur than casting your own shadow on the screen.

The only (almost) sure way I know of doing this is to arrive before hand, 
set up and check where your safe zones are: mark them with tape on 
the floor if you need to! Too much brightly coloured electricianʼs tape on 
the floor can make your stage look a bit like the landing zone of a busy 
airport so donʼt go over the top, but a few simple lines/marks are 
perfectly acceptable and certainly better than the Shadow Of Doom. If it 
sounds a bit artificial ask yourself how actors know where to stand on 
stage - they donʼt just turn up in the lights by magic!

Itʼs possible to get, and I recommend, remote controls for your laptop. It helps you 
have more flexibility as a presenter as you no longer need to be next to your 
laptop when you want to change slides.  Itʼs worth remembering however that the 
range of the remote control is often about one metre less than the distance at 
which you want to use it.  (This isnʼt personal experience of course... oh no... Iʼm 
too professional for that... errr...).

Donʼt forget, too that you need to check exactly where on your laptop is the 
sensor that receives the instructions from your remote control. If your laptop is 
orientated the right way it can significantly increase the range you can move from 
the laptop if you want to. Few things look more slick than being able to control 
things ʻby magicʼ.



Many of these remotes now include the equivalent of the B key Iʼve just 
mentioned.  That can be surprisingly useful if youʼre taken by surprise by the need 
to cut the images (or words, even!) on the 
screen.

A quick aside - Ties and Flies - We have 
something we call our Ties and Flies 
checklist. Itʼs a simple checklist (literally) 
that allows us to tick off the things we have 
checked before we go on stage. That 
means that everything that can be covered 
in advance has been!  Power has been 
checked, batteries checked, floor marked, 
the right slides are loaded, handouts are all 
printed and in place...

... and if anything does go wrong in a 
presentation, something that takes us by 
surprise, itʼs added to the Ties and Flies 
checklist so that weʼve got it covered for 
next time.

Whyʼs it called Ties and Flies?  Why do you 
think!  If something can go wrong, it has 
done... One of our lists is over on the right.

Black slides
I mentioned these in passing earlier on, but 
theyʼre so useful that they deserve a mini-
section all to themselves.

I mentioned that a black slide makes your audience look at you (and concentrate 
on you). I know that for a novice presenter this can sound more than a little bit 
scary but trust me, the dramatic effect can be absolutely profound! Thereʼs 
nothing more important to people than people - and the key to a person is their 
face. By having a black slide youʼre really upping the ante in your audienceʼs 
attention to you and what youʼre saying.

Obviously, if they think youʼre a moron, thatʼs not going to help but hopefully weʼve 
avoided that so far!

The point I made about chapters is pretty self evident, I think... but what about this 
idea of skipping around your slide deck? Suppose someone asks you a question 
that you were going to cover later in your presentation - or youʼve got a slide 
ready for the Q&A session at the end but havenʼt included it in the main part of 
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Ties and flies for ʻTelling Peopleʼ

computer-based presentation stuff starting with Mary Poppins
tips for when youʼre exercising handout
thinking in soundbites exercise
spotting concepts exercise
feedback forms
the Little Big Voice book
picture to copy handout
lego
laptop
data projector
speakers
curved vision folders
after TP what next? handout
panic like a pro postcards
evolution of a slide handout
tongue twisters handout
example - Wiriyamu Village handout
example - tempest handout
example - X handout
example - Y handout
pens
flip-chart markers
fuses and Skit
extension cable (VGA, audio, power)
post-it notes
camera or phone at least (is it charged?!!?)
contactʼs details
location details and itinerary etc.
new padded socks with no holes
attendee list
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your presentation... You could, of course, scroll through your slides (and Mac 
users have a huge advantage here because they can do this with much more 
grace and elegance that Windows users) but how much more classy would it look 
to simple type in the number of the slide you wanted, and skip to it?

Fantastic - very cool.

But whatʼs even cooler is this. Have a blank slide in your slide deck immediately 
before you change topics - as chapter markers. That way, when you stop on a 
black slide you can simply jump to this new, different, black slide. Your audience 
wonʼt see any difference between two black slides, of course, but you can now hit 
the ʻforwardʼ button and use a graceful and elegant transformation out of your 
black slide into the slide you want to show. If you donʼt, youʼll have a really (really!) 
ugly jump from one slide to the next - the visual equivalent of fingers scraping 
down a chalk-board.

A couple of minutes looking at this diagram will show you how it works better than 
any amount of text! Trying to skip from slide #1 to #3, the last one, causes an ugly 
jump, but going from the #1 to the following black slide, then jumping to the 
second to last slide doesnʼt show and you can move smoothly to slide #3 with 
dignity.

 

Black slide

Slide with content on it #2

Black slide

Slide with content on it #3

Slide with content on it #1
Lovely transition

Lovely transition

Lovely transition

Lovely transition



12.Dealing with questions
Questions come up time and time again as the thing that people are most afraid of 
when theyʼre presenting. Even novice presenters can often cope with the 
ʻpresentation properʼ because then, they believe, they are in control. With 
questions, the audience is in control. The comment I often get on our live courses 
is “I canʼt prepare for that because thereʼs no way to know what theyʼre going to 
ask.”

Not so.

Or at least it shouldnʼt be so.

There are two approaches to dealing with questions - the planned and the 
unplanned - and Iʼll discuss them in a minute. First though, itʼs important to 
remember that far from being the worst thing about a presentation, questions are 
the best bit. For experienced presenters, in fact, theyʼre often the bits they look 
forward to the most because it gives them a greater chance to shine (show off, 
that is!). More importantly however, questions are an indication that the audience 
have taken on board what youʼve been saying.

The key thing to think about is which of the three levels of communication your 
questions relate to.

Questions that relate to the first level of communication - physical 
communication - will tend to be things like “I couldnʼt see the graph you showed 
about...”. Such questions are pretty clear feedback that you needed to have spent 
more time designing your presentation to make it more clear. If youʼre going to be 
repeating the presentation theyʼre a very clear steer about what you should be 
looking at to improve it.

Without physical communication, nothing else matters, after all.

Questions based on the second level of communication tend to be things like 
“Iʼm not sure I understood your point about...”. Like first level questions, these tell 
you where you need to concentrate your future development. Incidentally, these 
types of questions should pretty much never arise if youʼve done your job of 
preparing properly. (If that happens when you deliver your presentation make sure 
you change your presentation before the next time you give it, obviously. We have 
debriefings after all our events so we can learn from this kind of thing: we use a 
simple formula of asking ourselves three questions - ʻwhatʼ, ʻso whatʼ and ʻnow 
whatʼ.)

I recommend that when you think youʼve got your presentation sorted out and you 
can deliver it reasonably well, try it out on a friendly audience who know nothing 
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about what youʼve got to say. Tell them not to make allowances and not to assume 
that the ʻreal audienceʼ will understand - that way any questions they have will tell 
you what you need to think about. You might not want to explain things in any 
more detail but at least youʼll have thought about it.

As Einstein is quoted as saying “If you canʼt explain it to a six year old you donʼt 
really understand it yourself”.

Questions that arenʼt either of these two types are going to be relating to the 
third level of communication. These are good news, no matter how scary they 
might feel at the time. Why? Because if your audience is asking personal 
questions theyʼve taken on board what youʼre telling them and theyʼre trying to 
apply it to their own personal circumstances.

What better result could you ask for!?

Examples might include things like “Iʼm trying to see how I could...”

Seriously, what more could you want from your presentation!?

The planned questions approach
The next time you sit through a presentation, pay a lot of attention to the 
questions the presenter gets. Ask yourself, hand on heart, if thereʼs any way to 
have predicted those questions. Of course there is.

Think of it as being like a university exam or an exam you sat at school. You might 
not know exactly what questions are going to come up but you can make a 
reasonably good guess as to what topics are going to come up and - therefore - 
what you should revise. You prepare for your exam accordingly.

Work your presentations the same way. You donʼt know exactly what question 
youʼre going to get but with some thought you can probably figure out the sorts of 
things youʼre going to get asked. Once you know that, the solution is simple.

Prepare your answers.

Too simple for you? Well if it works for politicians it will work for you! If it works for 
stand up comedians itʼll work for you. (Hey, you didnʼt think it was all genuinely 
improvised, did you?!) If it works for celebrities on talk shows itʼll work for you...

Something you might find particularly useful if youʼre giving a technical 
presentation is to have ʻanswer-slidesʼ prepared. You donʼt include them as part of 
your presentation because theyʼre generally going to be too detailed and break up 
the flow of your delivery but itʼs important for your audience to be reassured that 
your data are robust.



Instead of including them in your presentation you put them after the end of it. 
Hereʼs my list of tips for doing this.

Double up your end-of-presentation slide. How many times have you seen 
the horrible ʻend of presentationʼ display pop up in Powerpoint decks? You can 
double your chances of not embarrassing yourself by having a backup copy of 
the last slide. Simple.

Black slides between answer-slides. This means you can jump around 
between your answers more easily (see the discussion earlier in this book). It 
also makes the whole thing look less cluttered for your audience and gives 
you greater opportunities for controlling the conversation by moving to a black 
slide so that your audienceʼs focus moves back to you.

Have a ʻmapʼ of your answer-slides handy (or memorise the numbers!). This 
is pretty obvious, really. You might be able to partially predict the questions 
you get asked but itʼs much, much harder to predict the order theyʼre going to 
come in. Youʼll need to jump around the questions section of your slides in all 
probability. The map will help you do that more comfortably. It can be in any 
format you like, from a simple printout of that section of your presentation - 
with several slides printed to a page, obviously, both to save on paper but also 
to allow you to see more information at a glance. Donʼt forget that you can do 
this easily in both Keynote and Powerpoint simply by typing in the number of 
the slide you want to show and hitting ʻReturnʼ.

The un-planned questions approach
Of course, with the best will in the world it sometimes goes wrong and you end up 
being ʻambushedʼ by a question that comes out of nowhere, seemingly.

As an aside, no questions come out of nowhere and itʼs a good idea to figure out 
what you said that triggered the question when youʼve had a chance to recover!

There are, fortunately, a number of ways of helping.

Essentially, an answer to a question (or come to that, the presentation itself) 
consists of two elements - a structure or framework and the content that goes into 
that structure.

Trying to improvise both at the same time is remarkably difficult. Using a ʻformulaʼ 
for the structure means itʼs a lot less daunting and difficult to work out whatʼs 
what.  A formula means that your brainʼs “workload” is halved as all you have to 
concentrate on is the content. All youʼve got to do is pick the most appropriate 
formula...
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PREP stands for Point, Reason, Example, Point. (The point at the end isnʼt a new 
point, itʼs a summary and restatement of the original one, just to drive it home.)

The way you use the formula is like this:

Point - this is a big bold statement of your position, in summary, and using as few 
words as possible.

Reason - this is where you provide some hard-core facts (or just one big fact) to 
support your first assertion. Without this kind of credibility youʼre going to be 
pushing an elephant uphill when it comes to converting your audience. On the 
other hand, as weʼve seen earlier, no one actually changes their behaviour 
because of those facts and figures. This means you should follow up with...

Example - this is where you make the facts and figures personal and applicable. 
The more personal you can make it (to your audience, if you can!) the better.

Point - finally you sum up and summarise.

Hereʼs a real example I used a few months ago when I was asked a question from 
someone who came from a part of the world that had a different approach the 
equality of women to that weʼre used to in the UK. The question was “Do you 
really think women should be allowed to vote?”

My answer was simple...

Yes, I think women should be allowed to vote (Point). In the UK, women are a 
very large proportion of the workforce and they create almost half the GDP of the 
country. Economically, we couldnʼt cope without women being involved with 
economics and politics. (Reason) In fact, at my house, my wife earns quite a bit 
more than I do - that makes here pretty much the head of the household, 
economically at least and it seems silly not to allow the head of the household to 
vote! (Example) So yeah. I do. I think women should vote! (Point)”

Okay, itʼs not the best example in the world Iʼm sure and it would have been a lot 
better if Iʼd had some more facts and figures to hand (such as the exact 
percentage of GDP that women create) but it worked quite nicely!

PPF stands for Past Present Future. Itʼs a remarkably simple but powerful formula 
much beloved of politicians and itʼs great for dealing with complaints or when 
someone disagrees with you.

“In the past weʼve been having problems with X, Y, Z (Past): weʼre actually 
working on that at the moment by doing A, B, C (Present). That means that by 
next month weʼre confident of 1, 2, 3.(Future)” Simple, isnʼt it!



Once you get the hang of working with PPF youʼll be able to find lots (and lots!) of 
ways you can apply it. Itʼs perhaps the most versatile of the three formulae.

DDD is perhaps the most simple of all the formulae. It stands for Define, Discuss, 
Decide. You simple define the options/problems/whatever; discuss each one in 
turn; decide which is the most appropriate. This makes it particularly useful for 
complicated situations or for situations when youʼve got a bit more space and time 
to respond.

It sounds like common sense when you read about it - and it is - but having 
structured common sense when you need it most, in the heat of the moment, and 
when itʼs generally least easily available (again, in the heat of the moment!) can 
be a lifesaver!

Knowing when to take questions
Thereʼs never a Q&A session in our training courses about making presentations 
when someone doesnʼt ask about whenʼs the best time to take questions: during 
the presentation or at the end.

The answer, of course, is “It depends”.

It depends on your audience, what you want them to know and so on.

There are no simple solutions - youʼll have to work a bit harder than that, sorry!

However, I can give you a couple of tips, if that helps... but remember theyʼre only 
tips and that your mileage may vary.

Firstly, if theyʼre questions to do with the first level of communication - physically 
hearing or seeing, they need to be handled at the moment they become apparent. 
Obviously.  Questions relating to levels two and three are more tricky.

But think about this as a philosophical point - people only ask questions if
there are loose ends that they need to pick at; and
if theyʼre bored enough to want to do that.

The best designed and delivered presentations wonʼt have that problem!
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13.Summary
Making presentations isnʼt difficult.

Making effective presentations can be though - because people concentrate far 
too much on themselves (saying what they know) rather on the audience (telling 
them what they need to know).

For all the technical hints and tips that Iʼve included in this short Ebook, the 
biggest thing you can do is change your mindset, from one to the other.

Itʼs not about you. Youʼre not that important. Get over it.

Itʼs about them.  Remember that and everything else falls into place.

If youʼve found this book useful, do the decent thing and tell people to buy copies. 
(If youʼve not, do the decent thing and keep quiet, I have children to feed.). You 
can always get in touch by dropping me a line at admin@awareplus.co.uk.

We do a lot of in-house training, as well as short and simple books like this one: if you 
want to bring us to your place of work, get in touch the same way - 
office@awareplus.co.uk.

For other courses that we run (that is, stuff about non-presentation things), have a look at 
the website at www.awareplus.co.uk. If you prefer Facebook you can find us here: http://
www.facebook.com/awareplus and for the twitteratti amongst you, weʼre at http://
www.twitter.com/presentations.

But whatever you do, however you keep in touch, enjoy your presenting.  Simple, eh?
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